На одной из фотографий,
полученных в оптическом, то
есть в видимом свете, "Хаббл"
запечатлел планету Фомалхот,
вращающуюся по орбите
вокруг яркой звезды
Фомалхот, расположенной от
нас на расстоянии 25
световых лет (около 250
триллионов километров) в
созвездии Южная Рыба.

Gagarin’s lesson
Dedicated to the first human space flight
(to the 56th anniversary of Yuri Gagarin’s space flight)
Materials for the presentation are provided by State Organization “Gagarin R&T CTC” (Star city, Moscow Region)
and Yuri Gagarin Memorial Museum (Gagarin city, Smolensk Region)

Yura Gagarin was born on Mach 9, 1934 in the family of a collective farmer in the village
Klushino, near Gzhatsk, Smolensk region.

Parents:
Father – Aleksey Ivanovich Gagarin – worked as
a carpenter and bricklayer
Mother – Anna Timofeevna Gagarina – worked
as a milkmaid.

There were four children in the
family:
elder brother Valentin,
elder sister Zoya,
Yuri,
younger brother Boris.

Years of studies

In August,1954 Gagarin signed up for the
Saratov regional flying club.
While training at the club he performed196
flights, the total flying time was 42 hours 23
minutes.

In 1950 Yuri Gagarin entered the Lyubertsy industrial school
for the specialty of the foundry worker and also enrolled in the
seventh grade of a local evening school for young workers.
After graduating in 1951 from both the seventh grade and the
vocational school, he entered the Saratov Industrial Technical
School for the same specialty.

Studying at the Military Aviation School for Pilots

In 1955 Gagarin was drafted into the army
and was sent to the 1st Air Force Pilot’s
School named after K.E. Voroshilov in
Chkalov (Orenburg).
October 25, 1957 Yuri Gagarin graduated
the School with honor and was awarded
the rank of lieutenant of the Air Force and
the pilot-technician certificate of the fighter
aviation.

Служба на Северном флоте

From 1957 through 1959 Yuri Gagarin served in the
769th Fighter Wing of the 122nd Fighter Division of the
Air Force of the Northern Fleet (Luostari-Novoye,
Murmansk region). By October, 1959 he flew in total 265
hours and was qualified as a “Military Pilot of the 3rd
class”.
Military rank – Senior Lieutenant.

The first cosmonaut corps

When the selection of candidates for future flights
into space began (October 4,1959), Yuri Gagarin
applied for enrolling him in the group of cosmonaut
candidates. No longer than a week later he was
called to Moscow for comprehensive medical
examination at the Central Military Aviation
Research Hospital.
In the beginning of 1960, the other special medical
board recognized Senior Lieutenant Yuri Gagarin as
fit for spaceflight. March 3, 1960 he was enlisted in
the group of cosmonaut candidates by order of the
Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force K.A. Vershinin
and Mach 11 began training.

In 1960, the first cosmonaut corps was formed (Air Force Group
№1). The following 20 cosmonaut candidates were enrolled:
Anikeev Ivan Nikolaevich; Belyaev Pavel Ivanovich; Bondarenko
Valentin Vasilievich; Bykovsky Valery Fedorovich; Varlamov
Valentin Stepanovich; Volynov Boris Valentinovich; Gagarin Yuri
Alekseevich; Gorbatko Viktor Vasilievich; Zaikin Dmitry
Alekseevich; Kartashov Anatoly Yakovlevich; Komarov Vladimir
Mikhailovich; Leonov Aleksey Arkhipovich; Nelyubov Grigory
Grigorievich; Nikolaev Andrian Grigorievich; Popovich Pavel
Romanovich; Rafikov Mars Zakirovich; Titov German Stepanovich;
Filatiev Valentin Ignatievich; Khrunov Evgeny Vasilievich; Shonin
Georgy Stepanovich.

Selection of the first cosmonaut candidates

Military pilots, who passed all stages of medical
examination at the Central Military Aviation Research
Hospital (1960)
Left to right: G.S. Shonin, А.G. Nikolaev, Е.B. Khrunov, V.V.
Gorbatko, I.N. Anikeev, А.А. Leonov, Yu.A. Gagarin, G.G.
Nelyubov, P.R. Popovich

Training for the first space flight

Chief designer of rocket and space technology
S.P. Korolev(center), Lieutenant General of Aviation
N.P. Kamanin (rightmost) talk with cosmonaut candidates.
Left to right:
V.F. Bykovsky, P.R. Popovich, Yu.A. Gagarin
Cosmonaut candidates at the reception of the Commander-inChief of the Air Force, Chief Marshal of Aviation К.А. Vershinin,
1960.
Left to right: V.V. Gorbatko, Yu.A. Gagarin, А.А. Leonov, V.F.
Bykovsky

The Training program of the CTC’s special group
for the first space flight
№

Disciplines

1

Under plan,
(h)

Executed
(h)

Marxism-Leninism Philosophy

46

60

2

Rocket and space technology

60

96

3

Construction of the Vostok-3A facility

80

89

4

Fundamentals of aviation and space medicine. Supporting life in space
flight

196

122

5

Specialized course of astronomy

17

33

6

Specialized course of geophysics

22

22

7

Specialized course of filming

55

56

8

Practical training and training on mock-ups #1 and #2 of the Vostok-3A
facility

76

76

9

Mastering the astronomical method of locating in an unfamiliar territory
using a sextant

33

33

10

Mastering the skills of transmitting and receiving telegraphic alphabet (40-50
characters per minute)

58

58

Training for the first space flight

Parachute training of the first group of cosmonauts,
Engels, Saratov Region,1960

Volynov B.V. (left) and Gagarin Yu.A. learn to shoot video,
Medvegyi Ozyora, 1960

Training for the first space flight

Senior Lieutenant Gagarin in the library

Bykovsky V.F. (left) and Gagarin Yu.A., training session, 1960

Training for the first space flight

Gagarin Yu.A. during a fit-check of his space suit and
individual seat liner, 1961
Gagarin Yu.A. during training on the Vostok spacecraft
simulator at the Flight Research Institute, 1961

Part of final training activities for CTC cosmonaut group

Preparation for the first space flight

By decision of the State Commission Gagarin was
appointed the Vostok SC pilot, 1961

Group of future cosmonauts before Yuri Gagarin’s space
flight, Baykonur, April 1961
Left to right: Nelubov G.G., Bykovsky V.F., Gagarin Yu.A.,
Nikolaev A.S., Titov G.S., Popovich P.R.

World’s first manned mission into space
April 12, 1961
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First manned space flight

Yu.A. Gagarin, the Vostok SC commander, in the bus on his
way to the launch site №1 of the Baykonur Cosmodrome, The world’s first cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin in the cabin of the
April 12, 1961
Vostok spacecraft before launch
April 12, 1961

The first cosmonaut's landing

MISSION TASKS:
To study the possibility of human life activities in outer space. To test
spacecraft systems and constructions.
MISSION PROGRAM:
Launch date and time - 1961 April 12, 09:07 Moscow Time
One orbit around the Earth and landing on the Soviet Union territory.
During the flight the cosmonaut:
•conducted radio report and received messages from the Earth;
•filled in a log book and recorded his impressions on the tape;
•controlled the operations of on-board systems;
•conducted trial manual control of the spacecraft;
•made observations throw the cabin windows at his option;
•took food and drank water;
•conducted self-monitoring.

“The world’s first spacecraft-satellite “Vostok” with a man on
board has been launched into orbit around the Earth by the Soviet
Unit on April 12, 1961.
The pilot-cosmonaut of the spacecraft-satellite is a citizen of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics pilot Major Gagarin Yuri
Alekseevich…”
TASS report

Gagarin’s space flight lasted 108 minutes, but not the number of
minutes determined the contribution into space exploration. He
became the first man in space and will remain so forever.

Moscow greets the first cosmonaut

Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin reports the fulfillment of his mission
to Nikita Khrushchev, Vnukovo airport,
April 14, 1961

Visits to foreign countries

After the space flight Yuri Gagarin continued his
military service in CTC combining it with various
public activities and tours around the Soviet Union
and widely abroad (visited 28 countries).

“Orbiting Earth in the spaceship, I saw how beautiful our planet is. People, let us
preserve and increase this beauty, not destroy it!”
Yuri Gagarin

